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1 Ƶɺ˙̕е6ɞŃɇƋ	˛ƶ










ɲŴƋͷƎ̌żƈŴƋ͢Ϗ NO.342006 Ǌ 2 ɮp.9ҍ 
3 ƗƲϺŷŞŷ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Ҍ1929 Ǌҍ3
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4 Ƶɺ˙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̌ƯуǜƑɶ Ψφêў … 28 ƾΛƵɬǑ1995 Ǌ 8 ɮp.39 
11 M4ъ /Ƶɺ˙7̕е6ɞŃɇƋ	˛ƶ
1Е¸ɒɶҌưʿɬǑ1990 Ǌ 10 ɮp.78ҍ
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ΛƵɬǑ1995 Ǌ 8 ɮp.51-52 
14 ώ˧ˁǢŕϧ ˛р	˛˃
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˲³Ɖ̂ӛ¢ǳʤ ʵ˛ʪƾΡκҘʬŏˎɨŊ˒ϘƊ1978 Ȍ 1
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ʢГΡκϚў υ 7 Ŗ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ʵ˛ͮÂǠѻ6ͻ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ϊʕˎɧ2002 Ȍ 5 ˑp.246-247 
14 ц˟ͩ¢ǳʤ6×ũ3ʊR'ƨȾ	')Վ1ՏІ×ЁOĵʯя	V¢ȴ3.	Վǂ
͵ƨƺƜƾǂ͵ƨƺΟ˗Ɯƾϴԏ
ǂ͵ƨƺƜƾϚўNO.312003 Ȍ 2 ˑp.15Տ 
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ʵ
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ű6Аͻ́Ѷ61988 ȸ 1989 ȸ֢F_cK61922 ȸD` 1943 ȸFD-AÎƺ¹Ǯ̠FJ
«Ǯȸȷƴ 4 6 ƃ6͒ζFOA 2 3֠TDİ֒Ïπɜ(ƱУOA#:7V:6̇֒Ģí
















































































 Ƞ˕͎J 1616ȸFŅɄ0cA6̍ ͔̇֒˶ØIǻ͎IʊΖǻI͎͂COAϮ`cA#b7
V:6Ƞ˕͎JθIŧéɇEDĤɇIēɇ(ҕec:ǁʚB"a6̇֒I̫͕ƲŖgҦҧ







































































































































































































˰DO:IB"b70`F6̃ĸӀ̇֒֡ 1926 ȸ 1 ̃Ž֢FˀӼ0c:Ɓσ՝̼ԩ29I
9ҐĊ֒FJ61919 ȸ֡Ǐ͂ 8 ȸ֢D` 1924 ȸ֡Ǐ͂ 13 ȸ֢VBI6ҐCәIƲˣ







ԬIңЬ(ΊhB#b7лϫȿI̇֒ɒǀ֡ 1917 ȸ 8 ̃Ž֢I9Ǽγ։ՍFՄ4bӈ̝
ҚFJ61915 ȸ֡Ǐ͂ 4 ȸ 6֢ǏŔIӓȃǴCʎħ6ɗÏ6ίȲ6ŔǨ(őƔ0c6Ǐҥ





 Ɓσ՝̼ԩI9ҐĊ֒֡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1 Ύ͡ҁ̷9¹ȟ˙ġԾ֡9˩̊λØ˝ǮĢ՞Ж 82 Ȯʚű6ӏӉϹ61964 ȸ 10 ֢̃ 
2 Ύ͡ҁ̷9¹ȟ˙ġԾ֡9˩̊λØ˝ǮĢ՞Ж  Ȯʚű6ӏӉϹ6
 ȸ  ֢̃ 
3 ì8̉ę9¼շCˣͣ֡9ԅØ˝ǮӠ˟ ¹ȟ˙̥̭Ϲ6
 ȸ  ̃6	 
֢ 
4 ̉̏«þ9¹ȟ˙9ҐΫӊ00ˣͣC¼շ00֡ Κ̊ǛǨǏǮоΚ̊ǛǨǏǮǮҖЧңЖ  Ȯ6
 ȸ  ̃6	 ֢ 
5 ΍ȣœɔ¹ȟ˙ӊIðƓϰЋ˰́͠Ջ6
 ȸ  ̃6	  
6 TUƂ˶̈FϓҚ0c:6̇֒FŎϓO:9°©«άЎԙőEDI֋ˑg˄#:΀ͯĜҘI9r¦
֡ 	 ȸ  ֢̃J6ǏȶF̬Յ©ŀՍ0c:ɓBIϓҚFE>:7 
7 ͽԦ«͕¹ȟ˙ӊW45́ʙ6	 ȸ  ̃6	  
8 ϖӛȾƜǀϹо˩̊ϖӛȾлҨ Ж  Ȯ֡°Ө ֢ϖӛȾƜǀϹ6 ȸ6	  
9 Îƺ¹Ǯ̠I͂ɇ̠ƃJ6Îƺȕϊ͕ƩЎÎƺ¹Ǯ̠֡ ȸ 	 ֢̃5жϞȿ¹Ǯ̠֡ ȸ  ֢̃5
̇֒лϫȿ¹Ǯ̠֡ ȸ  ֢̃5ǴЎÎƺ¹Ǯ̠֡ ȸ  ֢̃5ÎƺĤЎ¹Ǯ̠֡	 ȸ  ֢̃C
ǉԤOA):(6̊БBJƽ̊ϗFÎƺ¹Ǯ̠C4b7 
10 ̇֒лϫȿǴǀ֡  ȸ֢~m¡ËЯË˝ŖϹ6ӌƌFՄ4bұÅJ 	 		 ŬΙ 
11 Ð˭¨¶о՞ǢƔãàψÐ˭¨¶ Îƺ¹Ǯş̯ÈśƍȸұɫӀ ÎƟã6 ȸ  ̃6	  
12 ˝˗İ֒ ȸ  ̃6	 	 
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9Îƺ˩ǀFZǀ3`c:7֡ ȟĬ˹Æ¹ȟ 9˙ț̃ұäӄIϦǷ˝ Ҏ˳Ͽ6 ȸ  ̃6	 ֢ 
14 Ð˭¨¶о՞ǢƔãàψ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	 
15 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1921 ȸI˳FͽѹO6Ǐσ¹Ǯ̠˗ӌgдA 1925 ȸ 9 ̃6Îƺ¹Ǯ̠˗ӌCE>:(6ɛFÎƺ¹Ǯ̠
I˗ӌCOAĝџ©̇֒ԉ˔CE>:ƙ«IôCE>:7Z$«?J61931 ȸ 9 ̃ 27 ˩6˪˩̊ӶI΁
ȤùϋFŰȇ4b9ŰȱƂϝ(ˋϓ0c69ÎƺȱƭǏǮŰȱƂϝÅÞ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24 ȡÐ֔̇֒˱ҽϖԥ˩̊˔ԋĴ΢šã6 ȸ  ̃6	  
25 Ý̏ÿ6q ѕҴãխƭŶĪ˝ǮIɽOW ²00ͪƁВä ·κäTDϕ͗Ϲ6 ȸ  ̃6
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33 ҏ̏ή9¹ȟ˙9ҐΫӊ֡ ǱσǛǨǏǮ˩̊˝ǮãƭӃƭ˝ӊ՞Ж  Ž6 ȸ  ̃6	   ֢
34 ɑ˶6¹ȟ˙IϾπͬժF&#A6̸̊rCIеǦ(ΟFήŰȇ0c6ĈɂƝշḂ˩ˢѝϹÎв
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ժʾB³ƀ̣FE>AOV>:70`F6ǏǮՋRIԕǮEDIÅɹZ(ϣ̼*6ϵDF_#ŅðξǃF
ɵVcA#:CJ#%E#78ÏՃ¹F́#:ZIJ6şӊќэͭϰЋ6m¡IċB6˞ŢĚ
πC ©©£¢¦|I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ĤŽřʄpėŗ±ŝȥ*ǡǭ	 	 *ńǯ'Ɗń'Ŏɕ	 	 RdMǴe'±
ŝȥ'Ǉǔȶ	 	 ʜʕĘÖǩïÿZL<;HaIdȀʅʕĘÖǩïÿǽȮǴ 27
É2012 ĥ 12 ůʝ 
ŻŵÑýYB`QE;*şŵȻʜŤƞŮɽşŵȻÿVol.29-62010 ĥ 6 ůʝ 
Ʋɤ^]pėŗ±ŝȥ)ȯ7euh
ĥpºïŅj*pÜ	 	 ±ŝȥĩȿ	 	 
ʜźïɻïÿcźïɻïÿǟųïÿɩŖȎǡǭǽȮ Ǵ 7 É2010 ĥ 3 ůʝ 
ƌɲƗ[V'ȝǪʜ±ƫɝïÿřÿǡǭǩǽȮǴ 132 É2010 ĥʝ 
Ɔzưřpėŗȡǅȿ	 	 Ȼ6ň*ňƟ'ȡ=ZdF*¡ż9pĸ)	 	 ʜǯ
ÐʓïÿşŵřÿȿǭşŵřÿǴ 90 É2009 ĥ 5 ůʝ 
ʎȟǛ}pėŗ*ƯȤȨɄ'µƣȅė	 	 WGMC`P;^Ǔ}ǬɸľŃɁ	 	 ʜǯÐ
ʓïÿÜʃȴȻř°ǡǭŇǯÐʓȴȻř°ǡǭ20 Ğ 1 É2008 ĥ 9 ůʝ 
ȟŸǈpėŗD ğfůÃŬʜeʝȿʜĂǏöýïÿĂǏöýǟųïÿȀĂǏö
ýïÿǽȮ NO.342006 ĥ 2 ůʝ 
Ʋɤ^]pėŗŷɿȿʜóȓöýïÿÜȻÜřÿǡǭĉÃȽǴ 33 É2006 ĥʝ 
µčɵʠúûʡ'ʠȡʡ*ŲʖȨɄ	 	 pėŗʜʊĔïÿ}řÿɩ}řȿʅNO56-2
2005 ĥʝ 
ěŸƳpėŗ 2 ƄƔá*ȡʜ;=cU<d^NO.302004 ĥ 11 ůʝ 
ȟŸǈpėŗ*Ò)Ō8 öĽ "ʜ1ʝ	 	 ȇȅ5±ŝȥ9pĸ)
%	 	 ʜĂǏöýïÿcĂǏöýǟųïÿȀʅĂǏöýïÿǽȮNO.312003 ĥ 2 ůʝ 
ȟŸǈpėŗȡǅȿʜĂǏöýïÿşŵřÿÜȻÜřȿʅǴ 33 É2003 ĥ
1 ůʝ 
ÌǏǐëŞ'oǊ*!	 	 ƓÈ*ũɸcř°*ũɸʜʋÜcŲʖř°ǡǭʋ
ÜŲʖ*ř°'ǤǴ 1 ÉʒʌǤ2002 ĥ 10 ůʝ 
ĂǦŭȥD ğfůÃŬʜeʝȿ	 	 Ƶƥşè9ȰĬ'%	 	 ʜŖïÿÜȻÜř
ÿ|ɫȻř2001 ĥ 10 ůʝ 
ŸǏǧŤpėŗŷɿɹáÛʜǀŵïÿřÿɩÜȻÜřÿÜȻÜřÿǡǭǴ
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29 É1993 ĥ 12 ůʝ 




1990 ĥ 3 ůʝ 
ējǜÈpėŗȡǅȿʜź|ïÿÜȻÜřÿÜȻ'Üřÿ9 ůÉ1987 ĥʝ 
ŴŸepėŗȡǅȿ	 	 ŝƟ'qʐ	 	 ʜǀŵöýïÿȀǀŵöýïÿÿȦǽ
ȮǴ 30 Ğ1978 ĥ 3 ůʝ 
țɮŨƑĺ858 ȏ	 	 pėŗ±ŝȥ	 	 ʜpòȿǤĐȽ*ǋà1974
ĥ 7 ůʝ 
ʘÆʄ¤ųpėŗȿ	 	 ȡǅ9pĸ)	 	 ʜÜřÿȴȻ'řȖǴ 76 É1973 ĥ
5 ůʝ 
ƽě­Ĳ±ŝȥ'ɜ»ģ'ʜÜȻÜřǴ 39 ĞcǴ 9 É1970 ĥ 9 ůʝ 
ǏɴĦpėŗ*řÿ	 	 ±ŝȥ9pĸ)	 	 ʜşŵïÿƟÿɩǡǭŇşŵïÿ
Ɵÿɩ §ǯ²ĥȶĻȿřʅ1967 ĥ 12 ůʝ 





ɻƑĮŨÑ*Ņv'ǆǯ	 	 x²emǽ*Ȱƿ&ŉ6ɔ7ēěÛŮ ǂǤ2013 ĥ
7 ů 
ǫţĶµƣǽȥ*p*ƛȁ} "VdJd=aB2013 ĥ 6 ů 
ɺǌŜpėŗ	 	 *ȗŀcɛƓcŕƱƂȄŽïÿ±ź;F;ǿËǡǭŇ2011
ĥ 3 ů 
Ÿ?]PȉȷʋÜÅřÿ*ł1 j	 	 ƤÌǱ oǊ/ǖƕǤ
2010 ĥ 3 ů 
Wd^cXK@dEd?BOdƭēýmǒřÿ*(*pėŗ6Ůņ2009
ĥ 12 ů 
ējǜÈpėŗ'*ũÀřǤ2009 ĥ 12 ů 
|ãpÿſÍǮȹǗÎĥȶĻwƇćȥùÔȀ5,|pʛũ}9Ĵ 2009
ĥ 12 ů 
ėŬxpėŗēůȶȽ*ǜćřȞŧǨ2009 ĥ 10 ů 
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ěŸƳǇǔƑ	 	 pėŗ*řÿ'ǍƬƝ ŮņŜǤ2009 ĥ 6 ů 
ʉŴƻñŒƪ*ĊĂȟǙ'54:ʒüǤ2009 ĥ 3 ů 
ěŸƳ5pėŗ ǍȺ 100 ĥƗɟ)Ɍê7řÿƝ ŮņŜǤ2009 ĥ 1 ů 
ŽʄGAI='¯÷ ɚǃ*řŤɀȾǤ2007 ĥ 6 ů 
©ȟȌřƵɰÈÜǷǤ*ɅɀȾǤ2006 ĥ 11 ů 
ʘÆʄȔěʚt'pėŗȈŽŮņ2006 ĥ 4 ů 
âɮķġÜşŵ'}ʑÿȋ 1884-1952ªȚŮņ2005 ĥ 11 ů 
¹źɝýYB`QE;9Ǟ7 2* 58 ǰŤǠŮĪ2005 ĥ 11 ů 
ŸǏʄxɧCc\Xd^ȀƸþÞ*ɓ	 	 ','ÜĊ	 	 ź|ïÿ ǂǤ2005
ĥ 9 ů 
ƲɑeƔpėŗȿ1Ůņ2005 ĥ 3 ů 
­½Ʃpėŗ*ɛƓǶōŮĪ2004 ĥ 10 ů 
ŴŸeŨÑĊ*ʠµƣȥʡmǒļŁǤ2004 ĥ 4 ů 
ƲɤeƔʠȋʡ'%*Ųʖ řÿǘȊĎĕƠŮĪ2003 ĥ 6 ů 
ýĂĈɦƸþȿ	 	 kÇɣ*ȋĕƠŮĪ2003 ĥ 5 ů 
µčɵɓşŵ'Ųʖ}*ıń«ȼ ǂ2002 ĥ 7 ů 
zi-0$Ĭzi-*ïə ǜ'áÛ&ȯ7ƵƥĐÿʓ2002 ĥ 1 ů 
­½ƩcēƣȀpėŗēůȶÒȿʅB_G ǂ2001 ĥ 10 ů 
ĔǏƩƍoǊ	 	 ìċ7ʋÜǤ*ř°}ʑÿǘǡǭʒʌǤ2001 ĥ 2 ů 
ȭƼƢĲÛȽ ƵɰƵƥ*ĝ}Ɲ ŮņŜǤ2000 ĥ 8 ů 
ěŸƳř*(*ïşŵġÜĕƠŮĪ2000 ĥ 2 ů 
|ãʚēǯĐÿſÍǮcʚǕȥʚēĐÿſÈcʚÈ1999 ĥ 12 ů 
ȭƼƢĲ+ÛȽ ïəɫğǄȻƝ ŮņŜǤ1999 ĥ 8 ů 
ƜǏ®¯÷	 	 ÅɚǃÜĊ*Ȓ{źŝŮĪ1999 ĥʟů 
ǳǏŪŜɭƸřïǼ Ǵ 83 Ğ řɡʜřǰǸʝpŤƞŮɽ1998 ĥ 7 ů 
ȟƒŔÊʔɠ*ǡǭƚÅŮɽ1997 ĥ 9 ů 
iǏ·ʞŴŸeʞpěńȄȀşŵɓřÿ9ÿ.}* 2)mǒļŁǤ1997 ĥ 7
ů 
ʙě§ʠíáʡ*şŵȻřÿɡʜ3ʝŲʖŜČŮņ1996 ĥ 3 ů 
S]dcDdNaȜēǏǜȄȷǍ%ȢÙ*ɐ29Â	 	 @>\Ǵ²xŅvŊȢ
ÁċŇ5*Ȑɋ	 	 ưƧ ǂ1995 ĥ 11 ů 
Ǐēɳİąŵ ȕȪʅ Ǵ 28 ĞȑěŮĪ1995 ĥ 8 ů 
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ĐƜǨĨpėŗ'×Ɲ ŮņŜǤ1995 ĥ 6 ů 
ƙǏƩëȀ@aOP ƴƨȧƄƔáĐȽʅ=aTBM ǂ1995 ĥ 3 ů 
ěŸƳµƣcƎð*şŵřÿǶōŮņ1994 ĥ 12 ů 
æŔepÜ'Åź;F;mǒĕƠŮĪ1993 ĥ 12 ů 
µƣħȀµƣħǾȵĥɶ 4ʉÈǤ1993 ĥ 11 ů 
­½ƩŴŸeȀŨÑĊ*B`RMWG pėŗÀřǤ1992 ĥ 11 ů 
ïƘĹrñ5ȀʅĕƠɀĬ ɓşŵ'ƄƔá ƄƔáġÜşŵĕƠŮĪ1992 ĥ
11 ů 
ßŝs¨ßŝs¨ȜʅǴĞheŮņ1991 ĥ 11 ů 
ěŸƳǓɪ*ŨÑřÿ	 	 ƵĜ'ɓşŵ	 	 ĕƠŮĪ1990 ĥ 10 ů 
ʘÆʄpėŗȿ	 	 Ǉǔ*ŝƟŰǻç1990 ĥ 5 ů 
ÑǏ·ř¶ǆȋ*éŇÀřǤ1989 ĥ 12 ů 
ɼɒÕƐƸþ*ƓÈïʓŮĪ1989 ĥ 11 ů 
ǏɴĦȀpėŗc'ĳŜŰç1989 ĥ 3 ů 
şŵřÿǡǭɈś¢ȥȀşŵřÿǡǭɈśÄŮ ƃzåƐɧcpėŗŰǻç1986
ĥ 8 ů 
ŴŸepėŗȿÀřǤ1986 ĥ 2 ů 
ŲʖǿǝīŠƄƔác¸ʏáäǎŖǩŮʅń euxxĥeuxĥ ŲʖǿǝīȀ
ȃŖǩŮ41 ǂ1985 ĥȉ¦ ǂ 
õɮœpėŗȿȊƂƅǤ1985 ĥ 4 ů 
ŴŸɢƐïəǄȻŦǤ1983 ĥ 12 ů 10 ş 
~šbnȀʅùÔǑ~šbn|ãpÿ³Ƈy²ÎĥȶĻȹ|Ø1982
ĥ 1 ů 
ŴjŹðɧŴjŹðɧʅ Ǵ²ĞĕƠŮĪ1981 ĥ 12 ů 
ǏpĲ','ÜĊĕƠŮĪ1981 ĥ 11 ů 
ǢzʁƐ|ãÚ²ĥǍƦǤ1980 ĥ 2 ů 
pŸñƖiȘĨɨÊ­ȆȀpėŗǡǭǶōŮņ1978 ĥ 12 ů 
ĐțɎʄȀµƣȅėǜĠµƣȅė´1978 ĥ 5 ů 
ƽě­Ĳpėŗ*ÒǡǭŤƞŮɽ1976 ĥ 9 ů 
ɯôɱŲʖ*ƔȸÜŮ¢ȥ1976 ĥ 7 ů 
ʗȯɍȀɓşŵļŁïǼ 24 žĄĿʅǶōŮņ1975 ĥ 6 ů 
ēpȬðȻƶ²xŐǄȻïʓŮĪ1974 ĥ 11 ů 
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ę~ʗŲʖťȸǗɡşŵŒɖ ǂ´1974 ĥ 11 ů 
ïĔŢĤƓÈĐȽ*×ʐřȞŧǨ1974 ĥ 8 ů 
ƒǏƢƮÊʔɠ	 	 Èȶ*mǒ	 	 ɀȾǤ1972 ĥ 10 ů 
ēɑðɧşŵǾƞj*ŲʖĕƠŮĪ1971 ĥ 2 ů 
ćŝưȀşŵǋĐȽ*mǒŤǤ1969 ĥ 10 ů 
	ŴɓřÿɈś 1 pėŗƂƅǤ1968 ĥ 3 ů 
pƝlepƝleʅ Ǵ 11 ĞȲěŮĪ1967 ĥ 8 ů 
ȟŘ5Ȁşŵǋřÿʅ Ǵ 82 ĞɀȾǤ1964 ĥ 10 ů 
ĹɇǛÓʞȟŧñʞěǲĮńǚmǒǽȥřÿʅ Ǵ 13 ĞɝǤ1960 ĥ 9 ů 
ǦƗƒĲȀɓřÿɶɉɀĬ Ǵ 18 ĞȲěŮĪ1959 ĥ 12 ů 
hĀʇĚÍũÈ ǴĞĕƠŮĪ1954 ĥ 8 ů 
ɬĞÑǐŊȢǴeÉŜƺǤ1949 ĥ 11 ů 
ǠěɞhɊȣėşȶź|ʈŮĪ1943 ĥ 5 ů 
ŻĔʊʄYB`QE;ƔŞȹĕƠŮĪ1943 ĥ 1 ů 
õɮðɧʂǵ±|ǴeŮņ1940 ĥ 3 ů 
ưƕĂhŲʀɷíŲşŜȍǤ1939 ĥ 4 ů 
ïĆÏŲĶµƣȅėƁƫíǡǭŇ1939 ĥ2004 ĥ 2 ůĵ¦ǂ 
ɼɩǞx±|ǴeŮņ1938 ĥ 4 ů 
pƝleǁĢǽȥǳŸŮņ1934 ĥ 12 ů 
ŲʖǿǝīȀŲʖ*øǴeŮņ1934 ĥ 3 ů¤ǂ1977 ĥ 8 ůĵ¦ 
ǗɆĪÖèǤȀşŵǗɆĪǿȱ Ǵ 1 ĞʜhɌʝǗɆĪÖèǤ1933 ĥ 
ĂȟǙµƣ'ȫ}ȅĔŮņ1933 ĥ 11 ů 
Ųʖǿǝīɂ¬đȀïƑ²yĥ ŲʖɂĎ*ƉȮïÑÖ¹¥1926 ĥ 8 ů 
Ųʖǿǝīÿ¬đȀïƑ²yĥ ŲʖŖȎȮȱïÑÖ¹¥Ň¹¥1926 ĥ 7 ů 
űɩātÌ±|ǺãşȶűɩātÌ¢1926 ĥ 7 ů 
|ãŖȎȀ|ãƁ|ãŖȎ1926 ĥ 6 ů 
ȔěʚtŐɥɚȶőɘǤ1925 ĥ 11 ů 
ǏēȕȪƵʖ*ȥƈïɻĒÉŮĪ1924 ĥ 1 ů 
ÜƔřĭ¢ȥȀÜȷƸřïń řÿɩǴ 4 ĞÜƔřĭ¢ȥ1924 ĥ 
pɮƘƸ±|ȂţȶŐɥʒǄǡǭ1922 ĥ 8 ů 
ĶčȠĖŐɥƹɚȶƔ¿Ǥ1918 ĥ 6 ů 
Ųʖ¾ƵƥǤȀŲʖ¾Ƶƥ Ǵ 57 ÉŲʖ¾ƵƥǤ1912 ĥ 8 ů 
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 [ū]ɾď ŏ[µŲă]ŚŻt ơhÝĹʅȳ yʜʝiƫÅǹ ǂǤ2013 ĥ
12 ů 
șřƾȀpÜɗÈ Ǵx}Ɣ ǂǤ2009 ĥ 7 ů 




ŶƶȀƋƷ ʋÜȻɏǖġǤ2005 ĥ 5 ů 
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